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Southern District

NEWSLETTER
An outing with a difference!
On Monday 26th June, John Cousins invited the Bentley
Common ringers and a few others to join him on his
narrow boat for a trip and a ring!
Fortunately it was a glorious day and we met up at
Dobb's Weir at Broxbourne. We were given the safety
talk and then embarked on our journey along the
peaceful canal. We all helped out at the locks, lending
our weight and expertise and having a go at steering
too. Cake and tea was consumed along the way as
well as some prosseco. We moored up near the Crown
pub and had a very nice lunch then walked along the

towpath and through to the church at Broxbourne.
Although the 8 bells there were a bit different to
Bentley, we all enjoyed the ring and are grateful to the
lady who let us in for her knowledge about the church.
On leaving there was a convenient ice cream van which
we made use of and then the journey back to Dobb's
Weir car park to make our way home.
Many thanks to John for inviting us to share his
boat and for organising the day. We all enjoyed it
enormously.
			Rowena Marshall

Bentley Common ringers and friends, below;
extra skills needed! Ringers navigate a lock on
John’s boat, right

see attached for details on
the essex Dinner saturday
28th october
at little channels
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Are you on the
Southern District’s
Email List?
If you are but have changed your
email address, or you want to be
added to the list, please contact
your District Secretary, Alison
Nash on: alison1nash@yahoo.
co.uk or s-district-secretary@eacr.
org.uk or give her a ring on
01268 490061!

NEWSLETTERS
Please send any reports, pictures,
notices etc., to Beth Johnson at
bethjohnson6710@gmail.com, or post
to 67 London Road Brentwood
CM14 4NN.
Newsletters are distributed in January,
March, June, August and October –
copy date for each at the beginning of
the month.
Copies are sent to Tower
Correspondents, preferably by email
and all members who have supplied
their email address.
Any member may request a
copy via email by contacting
Beth or the District Secretary.

EVENTS FOR THE AUTUMN
Saturday 2nd September South Ockendon Learner’s Practice 10-12am
Saturday 16th September meeting at Great Wakering (SS3 0AG)
Ringing 3pm, service 4.30pm then tea. Numbers for tea to Tim Baskett on
01702 219523/greengables262@btinternet.com by Wednesday 13th.

Thursday 21st September District Surprise Practice at South Weald
(CM14 5QJ) at 7.30 pm. Standard 8 methods will be rung.
Saturday 21st October District Afternoon Practice at Rochford (8) (SS4
1NW) from 3.00-5.00 pm.
Saturday 4th November South Ockendon Learner’s Practice 10-12am

Association Training day 25th November in the South-Eastern District.
There are four groups on offer: Plain Hunt Basics, Trebling to Plain Doubles
and Minor; Plain Bob Doubles and Surprise Minor - see poster attached.

Girlguiding UK complimentary quarter
for Sheena Booth
Sheena Booth has been a ringer at Rayleigh for
many years, but she has also just completed
40 years’ service as a Leader with GirlGuiding
UK. Not only does she run a Brownie Pack in
Rayeligh, but she has taken on many other roles
within Girlguiding UK, including being a County
trainer, Region Tutor, Region Development
Advisor, Division and County Senior Section
Advisor, County Marketing Advisor and County
Commissioner. She now also holds the title of
County Vice President. To coincide with her
receiving a Long Service Award at the County awards evening in July, we
arranged a quarter peal at Rayleigh to mark the occasion, with the band
made up of past and present members of Girlguiding UK.
Rayleigh, 1260 Plain Bob Triples, 16th July

Join the Southern District EACR group on Facebook. If
you are a Facebook user do
‘like’ the page. If not follow
this link : https://www.
facebook.com/groups/eacr.
southern/

1 Barbara Leigh (former guide, St Margaret’s, Barking)

It’s invaluable for sharing
information, for appealing
for ringers for weddings
and funerals, advising when
practices are cancelled and so
forth. Plus of course, news of
achievements!

6 Ann Woolley (leader, 4th South Woodham Ferrers Guides)

2 Ros Skipper (former Brownie, Bridgnorth, Salop)
3 Emily Ashton (unit helper, 1st Tollesbury Rainbows)
4 Clare Beech (former guide, 3rd Clydach Guides, Swansea Valley)
5 Lydia Roberts (former Sea Ranger, SRS Shoreham)
7 John Harpole (unit treasurer, 6th Chantry Brownies) (c)
8 Helen Harpole (Brown Owl, 6th Chantry Brownies)

To become a Facebook
member go to Facebook.com.
Protect your privacy via the
padlock icon and ‘settings’.
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Congtratulations to Nigel
and Julia on their
engagment!

John Wraw,
1959-2017
John Wraw, Bishop of
Bradwell died peacefully
on 25th July 2017. He
continued his ministry
until the end and as
many will remember
preached at our AGM
service this year. Please
remember him and his
family, Gillian and their
children in your prayers.
May he rest in peace
and rise in glory. 		
AMEN
Rhona McEune General Secretary EACR

Shenfield, Sunday, 30 July - 1260 Plain Bob Minor
1 John M Church
2 Paul Wiggins
On 22nd July Nigel and Julia were engaged!
3 Mark Robbins
The news is they brought the ring together and Nigel
4 Ray Jones
collected it from the shop later. Julia said, “Are you going
5 Beth Johnson (C)
to put it on my finger?” So he “stuffed it on her finger”.
6 John Harpole
Glad to see Julia hasn’t become all silly and romantic...
Dedicated to the memory of the Right Reverend
John Wraw, Bishop of Bradwell and vice president
of the Essex Association

Peals in memory of WWI soldiers
Two peals have been rung in our district in the last few months by ringers from outside of the district each in
memory of soldiers who lived in locally.
Rettendon, Friday, 14 July 5040 Cambridge
Bentley Common, Wednesday, 24 May
Surprise Minor; Seven differently called extents, no 65s
5040 Cambridge Surprise Minor
at backstroke
Composed by David G Salter (No 10)
1 Ian J Culham
1 James L Towler
2 Simon J T Smith
2 George E Thoday
3 Colin F Salter
3 Yvonne A Towler
4 James L Towler
4 Neil V Avis
5 David G Salter (C)
5 Ian J Culham
6 Alan Regin
6 David G Salter (C)
In memory of Gunner William Ernest Jay, Rettendon,
Rung in memory of Private Frederick Alma Ottley,
Essex. Died 13/07/1917 age 20. Royal Garrison Artillery
Bentley Common, Essex. Died 24/05/1917 age 35.
159th Siege Bty. Service No.59613. Commemorated at
Welsh Regiment 1st/4th Bn. Service No.60646.
Basra Memorial, Iraq, Panel 4 and 61. Son of Walter Jay
Commemorated at Deir El Belah War Cemetery, Israel,
and Hannah Jay of Rettendon, Essex. Born: Rettendon,
Grave A 211. Born 14/11/1881. Son of Walter Ottley
Essex. Enlisted: Chelmsford. Resided: Battlesbridge,
(died 1918) and Emily Jane Ottley (nee Turner) of
Essex.
Whitehorse Side, Navestock, Brentwood, Essex. He
was one of 11 children and worked as a haybinder
before enlisting. His youngest brother, also a bell
ringer, Rifleman Walter Ottley, Rifle Brigade, also fell,
04/04/1918. Born: Navestock, Essex. Enlisted: Warley,
Essex. Resided: Navestock, Essex.
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BENTLEY UNCOMMON
In the past, many ways have been tried to silence bells from sounding their call to
worship on a Sunday morning, some legal and others not... but the band at Bentley
Common didn’t expect what happened to them on the last Sunday in July.
Hoorah! The long awaited work had started on the tower and spire and for us
ringers it is the culmination of years of waiting patiently for the louvres to be
properly protected from the annual attempts of the fiendishly persistent local
jackdaws to nest within.
The valiant efforts of Alan
our steeple keeper to
reinforce our mesh defences
on the inside against the
onslaught aren’t always
enough to deter them.
Having raised the treble and
full of enthusiasm, Pattie
started on the 2nd. After a
couple of tugs it started to
strike and then, all too soon
after, double clappered. She brought the bell to a standstill
exclaiming, “This doesn’t feel right,” and, taking a couple
of steps backwards (not easy at Bentley), muttered, “I am
definitely not ringing that one this morning!” A slightly
mystified tower captain stated he would have a go, but he,
too, quickly brought the bell to rapid halt. Rowena then
thought she would get invoved and pulled on the fourth
rope... nothing moved!
At this time Alan appeared in the doorway having heard
what had happened from outside. The penny then dropped
with a resounding ‘kerchiiinnggg’. “I bet the builders have
done something upstairs!” Alan hot-footed it up through the
trap door and, “OH YES, there are several scaffold poles that
have been forced through the louvres into the bells!”
This was despite previous assurances from the Church
Wardens that the builders stated that we would have free
access to the bells and they could continue to be rung
throughout the works.
Needless to say the bells did remain silent that day but I am
pleased to report that following an avalanche of e-mails and
telephone calls between me, the Church Wardens, builders,
scaffolders and architect, they are once more revolving the
full 360 degrees, seemingly none the worse for their or our
experience.

Perhaps our H & S Risk
Assessment needs updating
to include a check of the
bellchamber to make sure no
scaffold poles are interfering
with the stays!
		
John Cousins.
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RWNYC Birmingham 2017 Report
The Ringing World National Youth Contest was held in
Birmingham this year on Saturday 1st July, and Essex
only just managed to put together a band.
Half of the team had travelled up to Birmingham the
evening before and stayed in a Premier Inn not far
from our competition tower, whilst the rest of the team
travelled up very early on the Saturday morning. The
competition has three heats at three 8-bell towers in
the morning and the top two teams from each heat ring
in the final in the afternoon. Other towers in the area
were available for us to ring at during the day. Essex had
been drawn to ring at Shirley, 6-1-1cwt. These were the
lightest as the other two heats were at 12cwt towers.
We were due to ring our test piece at 11:00 so we were
able to have a practice in the morning at Packwood.
These are a set of 6-3-14cwt bells so were similar to
our competition tower. After our practice, we headed
to Shirley to ring our test piece. This went reasonably
well; however, we had little time to anticipate our
success as we were due at Solihull at 12:00. These were
a 21-1-11cwt 12 which went well and sounded nice.
We then travelled to Aston, a 24-2-18cwt with 12 bells,
and rang in our allocated time slot. We had a half-hour
wait to ring at Aston as by this time other teams had
accumulated.

a grade from the
range A+ to D-, A+
being the highest.
The winners of the
call change category
were Three Spires from
Lichfield, graded A-,
and the winners of
the method category
were Yorkshire Tykes,
graded A, (we were
in the called change
category).
This was the first
year many of us from
Essex had entered
the competition and
so overall, we all
had a great day in
Birmingham and it was
a good experience for everyone.

From here we went straight to St Martin’s in The BullRing to wait for our time slot to ring. Sam, Dad and
me just about made it in time as Dad got a bit lost in
Birmingham centre! These were the 39-1-19cwt 16 and
I felt they were somewhat of an anti-climax – they just
sounded like noise from outside. However, they were a
good experience to ring on. With the ringers available,
only call changes and the occasional Plain Hunt/
Grandsire 15 was achievable. If you rang normal call
changes here (e.g. 2 to 3, 2 to 4/3 to 1, 4 to 3), it would
take forever as there are 15 bells to move around. So,
to solve this problem, they call either ‘jump changes’ or
‘four 4s’. Jump changes are when you can move a bell
more than one place at a time (e.g. 2 to 15). This would
change the line

William Beech

Top and above: St Martins in the Bull-Ring and ringing on the
16 bells there

from: 1234567890ETTFFS
to:

134567890ETTFF2S.

You may think that the 2 has to hold up a lot but this
isn’t the case as you are holding up a lot anyway so you
don’t feel much change. The second calling technique,
call change four 4s, is made easier by every fourth bell
having a different colour sally. It separates the 16 bells
into four sets of four (1-4, 5-8, 9-12, and 13-16) and
names each bell in the set 1-4 and moves these bells
around normally. So if 2 to 3 was called, then 2 & 3, 6 & 7,
10 & 11, and 14 &15 would all swap over at the change.
Additionally at St Martin’s, there was a mini-ring and
handbell workshop. Most of us rang rounds on the
mini-ring. Other groups of young ringers tried plain bob.
At 5:30 all 19 teams assembled in St Martin’s and the
results were given. Essex were given a C grade. The
grading scheme is like one at school; teams are given

The Essex team: Courtney (1) Emily (2) Sam (3) William (4) Joel
(5) Lucas (6) Rachel (7 & C) Freja (8)
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Results of Association
striking competition
8th July
In the 6 bell competition, held
at Colne Engaine, there were 10
teams, and Langdon Hills came
3rd:
1st: Kirby-le-Soken, 14 faults
2nd: Sawbridgeworth, 19 faults
3rd: Langdon Hills, 21 faults
In the 8 bell competition, held at
Earls Colne there were 5 teams
and the Southern came joint 3rd:
1st: South-Eastern 36½ faults
2nd: Northern 42½ faults
3rd: North-Eastern 47½ faults
3rd=: Southern 47½ faults
A big thank you to the Northern
district for hosting the finals,
for giving us some challenging
bells to ring, serving delicious
refreshments and providing
glorious weather!

In memory Hilary Davies
A half muffled quarter of Grandsire
Caters, including four ringers
from Prittlewell, was rung at
Hornchurch on 31st May for Hilary
Davies following her funeral.
1277 Grandsire Caters
1 Ros C Skipper
2 Julie A Bloomfield
3 John W Stephenson
4 Penny A Sloman
5 Lionel S Woods
6 Christopher C M Pain
7 David Sloman
8 Stephen G Halliwell
9 Clive J Stephenson (C)
10 Paul J Bloomfield

HUTTON TOWER CAPTAIN
Sylvia Martin has taken over
as tower captain for All Saints,
Hutton, as Renee Paige-Jones has
decided the time has come for
her to retire after many years of
dedicated service to the tower.

Bellfounding in the Uk: the future
The closure of the Whitechapel bellfoundry on June 12th is the 8th
bellfoundry to close since 1900, following on from Gillett & Johnston of
Croydon, Alfred Bowell of Ipswich, Thomas Bond of Burford, John Warner
& Sons of London, Llewellins & James of Bristol, Charles Carr of Smethwick,
and James Barwell of Birmingham.
Added to this is of course Taylors, Eayre & Smith in 2009. The business was
saved by the intervention of a number of bellringers who formed a new
company. The business is thriving at the present time, in no small part
to a belief in itself and its products and aggressive marketing. No such
opportunity to save the Whitechapel Bellfoundry arose, as its owners were
convinced that there was no future for the foundry, as there was insufficient
capacity for two bellfoundries in the UK and decided to sell the building;
difficult to justify as there is a boom in bellfounding and bellhanging at the
present time. The foundry was gradually being surrounded by dwellings,
so a move to a new premises would have soon become a necessity, but this
was not an option taken by the owners.
There is however an underlying trend of decline in the bell business; the
demise of eight bellfoundries in just under a century tells its own story.
Even before war was declared on 4th August 1914, the church was in
decline, having peaked during the 1850’s. It never altogether succeeded in
appealing to the working classes, and by 1904, the middle classes, formerly
the main bastion of support was also attending less frequently. During the
Victorian revival, there were bitter disputes between the Anglo-Catholics
and Evangelicals. Nobody likes to see the church subject to infighting and
a lack of direction, but sadly, this still exists today, eroding the very fabric of
the church.
The decline accelerated after WW1 and still further after WW2; many people
simply did not have the stomach for religion after the carnage wrought by
two world wars. The permissive society of the 1960s was another nail in the
coffin, and by the 1970s, large scale closures and demolition of churches
had commenced. In my early days at Whitechapel, scrap rings of bells was
a regular source of bell-metal. I attended an exhibition at the Victoria &
Albert museum in 1978, entitled: Change and Decay, the future of Britain’s
churches. This was the beginning of a determined effort to save closed
churches from demolition; a campaign which, as we know, has been very
successful. Nowadays, new purposes are found for closed churches, and
if the bells cannot remain in situ, they are often transferred to another
location.
When Tom Westley read of the closure of The Whitechapel Bellfoundry, he
decided that losing a very long history and tradition of Whitechapel bells
could not be countenanced, so he begun to negotiate with Whitechapel
in order to secure all the equipment, moulding gauges, and materials
required to manufacture Whitechapel bells. At the same time, I was
approached by the Westley Group to act as a consultant: teaching the
staff the various processes. This will eventually include the loam moulding
process, but for the time being, bells are being made using patterns, with
the inscriptions and decorative friezes being applied to the pattern (which
is effectively a ‘false bell’).
The bells are supplied as untuned castings and the bellhanging companies
will tune the bells themselves. This means that there is still a choice for
potential customers wishing to purchase new bells, and just as importantly,
competition which should maintain high standards. The Westley Group’s
first commission is for a new sharp 2nd bell for Worcester Cathedral, and
ten small trebles to complete an unfulfilled order by The Whitechapel
Bellfoundry. The aim is to produce castings to an especially high standard,
something that I am confident that the Westley Group can achieve.
							Nigel Taylor
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Rayleigh Ring for the Trinity Fair
Rochford Council came up with the idea of re-establishing Rayleigh’s
Trinity Fair, advertising it as a ‘Community event’. The Fair, which
had been held annually from 1277, was disbanded in 1899 as it had
apparently become ‘too rowdy’. Rayleigh even to this day abounds with
many different denonminations of Christian worship so it was perhaps
unsurprising that in days past the stricter observers of the Sabbath
might have been moved to influence the towns elders into abandoning
this event.
The new Fair took place on Trinity Sunday 11th June with the High Street
closed to traffic thus allowing stalls, music stages, exhibitions and all
manner of entertainments to be erected for the dilectation of the local
populous. It was against a background of music from BBC Essex, live
bands, noise from childrens’ rides and large crowds enjoying the day that
at noon an intrepid band of ringers fought their way through the crowds
and up the stairs of Holy Trinity to ring a successful quarter peal thus
marking the re-opening of the Fair.

Following its completion the tower was
then thrown open to members of the public
ascending to the top tower. This gave the
experts an opportunity to promote the
wonders of ringing to a waiting public prior
to them ascending the stairs.
It was disappointing that our beloved leader
in all things ringing, Nigel Taylor, a Rayleigh
resident, was unable to take part as had
been planned due to the fact that he was
needed that day to assist with the final
closure of the Whitechapel Foundry (R.I.P.).
So thanks are due to Nick who agreed at short notice to conduct the quarter and also to David for standing in at
the last moment. It also turned out to be Ros’s birthday as well so the band’s good wishes went to her too.
										Jim Laken
Sunday 11 June
1400 Plain Bob Triples
1 David Buckley
2 Ros Skipper
3 Julia Coggins
4 Jillian Laken
5 Lydia Roberts
6 James Laken
7 Nick Allen
8 Simon Smith
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2017 Southern District Outing Report
For this year’s district outing, we
returned to Suffolk, with a tower
in northern Essex to finish with,
and under an hour from home.
The first tower was the ring
of six at Edwardstone, quite
pleasant but marred by the tenor
being rather sharp! Next was
the famous village and bells of
Lavenham. The 1625 Miles Graye
tenor is famous in its own right,
sounding the note Db, having
a near major 3rd tierce and
weighing just 21cwts. However,
the C & G Mears 7th is at least as
good, and some think even better!

Lavenham church, and famous tenor bell

We visited all three towers in Sudbury, beginning with the heavy ring of eight at All Saints which were not
available for many years owing to problems with the tower. Not an easy going ring by any means, and some of the
bells are difficult to ring up right. The rather fine Warner tenor does go well however, and Steve Nash and Andrew
Beech found the bell easy to ring up right because it has a counterbalanced clapper, ball-bearings and a cast-iron
headstock! I was castigated for uploading a recording of the bell being rung up, as I took the recording from outside!
After lunch, we rang on the eight at St. Gregory’s, where Derek Rose,
who kindly met us at all three towers showed us the skull of Simon
of Sudbury. He was born Simon Theobold and became Archbishop
of Canterbury in 1375. He was
beheaded during the Wat Tyler
rebellion in 1381, but eventually, his
skull was returned to the place of
his birth.
Next was the ten bells at St. Peter’s,
also the Arts Centre. Several of us
availed ourselves of its café for a
much desired cup of tea!
Simon of Sudbury’s skull
We then crossed the border back into Essex, to ring on the very pleasant six at
Castle Hedingham. The bells handle well, despite a very long draft and only one
set of rope guides.
A hot and sunny day, an interesting variety of towers coupled with a much higher
attendance than the previous two years, made this the most successful outing
I have organised since becoming district master. I very much enjoyed the day and
hope that this sentiment was shared by everyone else. Thank you to all of you
St Gregory’s church tower
who attended the outing, and also thanks to those that ran the ringing.
Nigel Taylor
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RINGING ACHIEVEMENTS
CONGRATULATIONS TO...
Alwyn Brock on her first treble bob at Shenfield on Sunday, 6 August 1320
Cambridge Surprise Minor 1 Alwyn Brock 2 Beth Johnson 3 Helen Harpole
4 John Cousins 5 Mark Robbins 6 John Harpole (C)

Congratulations to Clare
Merivale on her first in Music
and her first blows in method as
conductor in this peal:
Southampton, Sunday, 23 July
5040 Plain Bob Triples
1 David J Mattingley		
2 Jonathan C Mills
3 Katherine V Brookes		
4 Samuel M Senior
5 Josh L Harris		
6 Martin J E Daniels
7 Clare M Merivale (C)		
8 Mike Martin
As well as congratulating Clare
on her degree, lots of firsts here:
First on 8 - 4, 8
First of Triples - 2, 5, 7
First in method - 3
First blows in method as
conductor
Also, to congratulate Clare the
following quarter was rung:

Samuel Beech on his first Grandsire inside at North Ockendon, Sunday,
30 July 1260 Grandsire Doubles 10 different extents and 60. 1 William Beech
2 Clare Beech 3 Samuel Beech 4 Stephen Nash 5 Andrew Beech (C)
6 Michael Warren. Also happy birthday to Sam.
Nicola Stark for her first tenor behind at
Shenfield, Sunday, 23 July 1260 Plain Bob
Doubles 1 John M Church 2 Beth Johnson (C)
3 Ian P Stockwell 4 Alwyn Brock 5 Ray G Jones
6 Nicola Stark. To mark the installation of the
new Shenfield village sign.
Charlie Martin for his first blows in method
at Langdon Hills, Sunday, 9 July 1260 St
Clement’s College Bob Minor 1 David Buckley
2 David Belcham 3 Stephen Nash 4 Alan Gisby
5 Charlie Martin 6 Andy Martin (C)
Jim Laken for his first in method at
Hornchurch, on Sunday, 2 July, 1280 London
Surprise Major 1 Jillian Laken 2 John W
Stephenson 3 Christopher C M Pain 4 James
Laken 5 Jonathan R Slack 6 Matthew E Rayner
7 Paul J Bloomfield 8 Clive J Stephenson (C)
Nick Allen for his first 4-spliced Surprise at Rayleigh, Sunday, 18 June 1250
Spliced Surprise Major (C,N,S,Y) 1 David Belcham 2 Lydia Roberts
3 Jillian Laken 4 Helen Harpole 5 James Laken 6 Nick Allen
7 David Rothera (C) 8 John Harpole
William Beech for his first quarter inside at North Ockendon Monday, 5 June
1260 Plain Bob Doubles 1 Clare Beech 2 William Beech 3 Stephen Nash 4
Samuel Beech 5 Andrew Beech (C) 6 Michael Warren
David Buckley for his first inside at Fobbing Friday, 2 June - 1260 Plain Bob
Doubles 1 David Belcham 2 Alwyn Brock 3 Cathryn Corns 4 David Buckley
5 Stephen Nash (C) 6 Alan Gisby
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Hornchurch, Sunday, 25 June
1296 Stedman Caters
1 John W Stephenson
2 Christopher C M Pain
3 Helen J Carter			
4 Clare M Merivale
5 Lionel S Woods		
6 Clive J Stephenson (C)
7 Paul J Bloomfield
8 Anthony J Bloomfield
9 Jonathan C Mills		
10 Alan S M Street

ESSEX YOUNG RINGERS
The next EYR practice is on
Sunday 24th September from
4.30pm to 6pm. The venue
is yet to be confirmed. All
young ringers are welcome.
The autumn day outing is
on Saturday 7th October
and will take place around
the City of London. Please
keep the date free. Details of
the towers and timings are
being finalised and will be
published shortly.
Further practices will take
place on:
Sunday 29th October and
Sunday 26th November.
CHRISTINA BREWSTER
https://eacr.org.uk/eyr/

North Ockendon Outing 2017
This year’s outing was the furthest distance from home we have been, visiting the north east corner of Suffolk to
ring at a particular tower which holds special Beech family connections. St. Mary’s Bungay was the church that my
grandparents were married at in 1937.
Saturday 29th July started early with a long drive north
to our first tower, St Mary the Virgin, Yaxley - a 10½cwt
ground floor six. These were described as ‘Good going
order’ according to the Suffolk Guild website which
grades all their towers as excellent, good, fair or poor
– an excellent idea for outing organisers! These were a
bit of a challenge though and needed a steady hand
and I think most of us agreed they were more ‘fair’
than ‘good’. However, ringing ranged from Grandsire
to Cambridge and we even managed a touch of Helen
Bob Minor even though unfortunately there were no
‘Helens’ with us this year!

St Mary the Virgin, Yaxley

Our second tower was SS Peter & Paul, Eye - a 19¼cwt eight in an imposing looking and tall tower, with the
impressive Guildhall next-door, and which featured our oldest bell of the day; the 7th is c1499. These were also
our heaviest of the day but went well. The way up
Guildhall, Eye
to the ringing chamber was quite a climb into the
clouds and after regaining our breath a nice touch of
Grandsire Triples was rung and was our best piece of
ringing here. These had also been graded as ‘good’
and this was about right!
With lunch duly consumed, the afternoon lay wait
to three - yes three - ‘Excellent going order’ graded
towers!

Wonky tower, SS Peter& Paul, Eye

The first was the rather odd and shabby looking
rectangular tower of St Michael & All Angels and
St Felix, Rumburgh – a 7cwt ground floor six. The
tower is quite a large rectangular tower but the
small ring of bells is situated over to one side of
it. These were originally a five until a Whitechapel
treble was added, dated 2004. The special
method here was of course St Felix Doubles - a
variation of St Osmund as the base method and
an All Saints plain lead as the ‘bob’ - these odd
doubles variations always gets the old brain cells
working overtime!

St Felix, Rumburgh

Right on the Suffolk/Norfolk border lies the market town of
Bungay and the tower that this outing was planned around.
St Mary’s church, a Grade 1 listed building which sits in the
middle of the one-way system in the centre of the town, is a
redundant church and is now looked after by the Churches
Conservation Trust. It’s hard to believe that this large market
- 10 -

Continued over....

St Mary’s, Bungay

town church has been redundant for so many years.
The church sits on the site of an earlier church that was
connected with a Benedictine priory; the remains of which
are behind the church. Much of the town, including St
Marys, was destroyed by fire in 1688 and as a result of
restoration the church has plain glass windows and is very
airy inside. The 15½cwt eight are a complete set of Thomas
II Mears dated 1820 in a 1969 (a great year!) cast iron frame!
These were a nice set of bells and I was glad we were able
to ring there.
Our final tower of
the day was St Mary,
Horham - a light ring
of eight of 6cwt.
These are labelled the
oldest ring of eight;
1-7 are 1600s and
the tenor is 1568 but
overhauled in 1990 by
Whitechapel. These
had an odd tone and
sounded a bit like
tin bells! St Clements
Major was the chosen
method here but
that’s a lot of dodging
at the front!

The weather stayed fine for the majority of the day and we had a good
selection of towers - an enjoyable day in all. However, the long journey home
was less so as the heavens opened and the torrential rain at times made
Andrew Beech
driving difficult. But at least we didn’t get wet.		
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Horham Village Sign

Ringing outing to Wiltshire
Four years ago, my sister Pat, who lives in
Salisbury, invited Helen and I to ring at Imber.
Always on the lookout for a grab, we said yes
without knowing the full significance of this
tiny village in the middle of Salisbury Plain. It
was only once we got there and read the display
boards that we began to understand why it is
such a special place.
The history of Imber can be traced back to 967, and the
current church back to the mid-12th century. It must
have been a very isolated place to live, being several
miles away from neighbouring villages and towns.
Military activity began in the area at the end of the 19th
century, and by 1932 the War Office had bought up all
of the farmland around the village and leased it back to
the local farmers.
In November 1943, the villagers were given just 47
days to leave their homes to make way for US troops
to train for the liberation of Europe. Over 70 years later,
the village is still in a military training area; the villagers
were never allowed back and current access is highly
restricted.

Earlier this year, I decided to organise a trip to Imber
and was pleasantly surprised when 20 local ringers said
they would travel 150 miles to ring at the church. The
original ring of five had been scrapped in 1968. In 2010
a light ring of 6 was installed; they are quite tricky to
ring with the tenor weighing just 2½ hundredweight, a
long draft and hung anti-clockwise in the old frame.
Being in the middle of a military training area, access is
severely restricted to a few days in summer and again
at Christmas. The date for the trip was fixed for Friday
August 25th, four other towers organised and good
weather ordered.
Our first tower was at Market Lavington, a lovely six on
the northern edge of Salisbury Plain. For those of us
who had got up early and travelled there that morning,
tea and coffee from the village café was especially
welcome. How a certain international chain based in
Seattle allows it to be called St Arbucks is a mystery!
It was then time to go on to Imber. We all grouped on
the entrance to the training area at Gore Cross where
we were met by my sister and Neil Skelton, warden of
St Giles, Imber. Despite signs saying we were about to
enter an MOD range with live firing and ordering us to

keep out, Neil opened the gate
for us and thirteen cars began
the 2.5 km drive to Imber;
eventually the church came
into view – one of those classic
English scenes with an ancient
church among rolling chalk
downs.
We had arranged to stay
at Imber for two and a half
hours, which gave us time for
a leisurely picnic and to ring
two quarter peals. When not
ringing we were able to sit
outside in the sun and enjoy
the idyllic scene. Apart from
the church not much else
survives of the original village.
Most of the old houses have
been replaced by modern
buildings, that the army now
uses for urban warfare training.
Eventually it was time to
leave, and we travelled west
to Warminster. We passed a
number of burnt out tanks,
that had obviously been used
as artillery targets. We then
arrived in Warminster garrison,
home to The Royal Tank
Regiment.
After the very light bells at
Imber, our next tower was
at the opposite extreme.
Westbury has the third
heaviest ring of eight in
the world – they sounded
magnificent and were
surprisingly easy to ring despite having a tenor
weighing 35 cwt. Next was the lighter eight at North
Bradley, and we finished our day on the twelve at
Trowbridge. After some double call changes and
Grandsire Cinques, we finished our day with three leads
of Bristol Major on the back of eight of these glorious,
vintage Taylor bells.
While some people returned to Essex the same day,
some of us stayed in Wiltshire overnight and enjoyed a
convivial meal at The Verona Restaurant in Trowbridge,
which definitely deserves its number 1 rating on Trip
Advisor.
The following day, Helen and I completed our weekend
by visiting the amazing Caen Hill flight of locks on
the Kennet and Avon canal, which allows the canal to
plunge down from Devizes towards Bristol. We then
went on to the National Trust village at Laycock, and
enjoyed wandering around this village straight out of
a Jane Austen novel; we also went into the church and
noticed the ringing chamber on a balcony above the
west door – the destination for another trip maybe?		
		John Harpole
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Continued over....
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The Essex Association of Change Ringers
Charity Registration Number 292250

Association Training Day

Saturday 25th November 2017.
9:45am – Approx 4:30pm
South Eastern District
4 Groups on Offer:
 1) Plain Hunt Basics
 2) Trebling to Plain Doubles and Minor.
 3) Plain Bob Doubles.
 4) Surprise Minor.
For an application form, available after 31st August, please go to
www.eacr.org.uk training page to download one
or
send a SAE to:
Richard Wilson, EACR Education Officer, 57 Wilshire Avenue,
Springfield, Chelmsford CM2 6QW
There will be 6 places on each course; first come, first served.
Closing Date for applications – 31st October 2017
The cost will be £9.
Helpers are also required, please contact Richard Wilson on
01245 358765 or 07587140804
or e-mail: education@eacr.org.uk .

